LionPATH Updates 6-22-2017

Completed

- Migrated to production:
  - Fix to AD006(App Load) per INC0534615 -- update vs. add ethnicity
  - Update to CC005 - Remove DataFlux Validation for Enrollment Verification and Transcripts
  - Make update to Aid Year processing when loading awards for Summer term into custom FA027 table
  - Update to Validate Schedule Code for V9033
  - Fix to SR005 (Pay Budgets for Instructors) per INC0504693
  - Security for Fix to SR005 (Pay Budgets for Instructors) per INC0504693
  - Update to SR011 (Home Campus Enrollment) per INC0570217
  - Update to 488 file (STUDENT_SYNC.CSV) exclude students with DPL and/or BNB service indicators
  - Fixes to SR047(World Campus Interface) per INC0546143
  - College Interface - Additional Files
  - Fix to SR055 (Alumni Files) per INC0550753
  - Improve Performance of the Home Page template Pagelets by converting to IScripts
  - Create new View for Exists Activity Guide
  - Change for New UI My Information > Personal Information > Name
  - Security for Change for New UI My Information > Personal Information > Name
- Response to internal audit of changes to tuition and fees

In progress

- Testing first piece of automated merge code—admissions merges. We are validating that it does all the updates now handled as part of the manual process.
- Undergraduate applicants self-reported grade functionality
- Audit of grade reporting process with internal audit.
- Disaster recovery plan
- Adding LionPATH jobs to Control-M scheduling system
- Deferred Income JV development; Will test sometime in June prior to year-end. This is the one of the last “new” tasks under the original Project LionPATH scope!
- Planning for upgrade from PeopleTools 8.54 to 8.55 or 8.56 , scheduled for Thanksgiving break 2017. This will require some down time and will involve the entire team though it should be transparent to users.
- Discussion of where to collect waiver data for 2018 mandatory health insurance initiative

Upcoming

- Awarding of aid for continuing students for fall 2017